Notes Guidance Tool

This Notes Guidance Tool is intended to give you tips for writing thorough yet concise Notes that will be helpful for you
and other staff to better serve clients. Notes should include subjective information that you have collected as part of the
Nutrition Assessment Process. Unless your supervisor has guidelines for local consistency, you are granted flexibility
when writing Notes and you are not expected to write exactly the same as everyone else. You have your own style that
you should embrace!

Purpose of Notes
The intent of Notes is to be helpful to you or the next person who sees the client to be able to quickly learn more about the
client. By using Notes for this purpose, the client will not need to explain everything again, hopefully feeling “heard the first
time”. By not collecting repetitive data, you can spend your time moving forward.

What should Notes include?
Notes should include any information that is valuable about your client that is not included anywhere else in KWIC.
Notes should include information your client tells you that appears important to the client, may be of concern to you, or
specific topics you would like to follow up with at next visit. Be sure to expand on anything unique (e.g. if young and PG or
homeless). You may also want include an update regarding successes or challenges related to past goals.
If there are details you wish to draw attention to that are elsewhere in KWIC, that’s okay, too!
Example: “Foster child with Hgb 8.0.”
Example: “15 yo has not seen Dr. yet.”
These are all details that can be found in KWIC but are so important it might be worth setting the stage for your Note.

Where to write notes?
There are two main f ields in KWIC where you will document your notes regarding any concerns discovered while
completing your Nutrition Assessment: Notes and Risk Factor Notes f ields. Some notes could go in either location.
Example: BF Client with Diabetes
You might write something about the treatment or status of blood sugar control in either Notes or Risk Factor
Notes—it’s up to you. The only requirement is that you mark the “Based on MD Diagnosis” box for 343-Diabetes
Mellitus.
With some risk factors, it might make more sense to write the justification for the risk factor in the Risk Factor Notes.
Example: Child with risk factor 425b-Feeding Sugar-Containing Fluids
You might want to write in the Risk Factor Note, “Gatorade and lemonade daily”. If you didn’t want to write this in the
Risk Factor Note, it must be included in the Notes. It just has to be documented in one of those two places to justify
why you assigned the risk factor.

What should Notes not include?
Notes should not include information that can easily be found elsewhere in KWIC, like ht/wt, what services you referred
to, goals, information provided, etc. Remember Notes should be valuable, so do not include generic statements. You do
not need to justify why you did not assign a risk factor, so no need to write “heats hot dogs, chops veggies finely, etc.”
These are some “weak” examples -- they are not “bad”! They’re just not valuable and the info can be found elsewhere in
KWIC. You can see how the Note is improved in the “better” examples.
Weak example: “Cert complete, healthy child, mom has no concerns, discussed preschool diet”
Better: “Accepting new foods better. Mom said Dr pleased with growth at recent apt. Likes to play with toys/play
outside. Good appetite. Eats home-cooked meals at table w/family. Has 3 meals and 3-4 snacks per day. Drinks juice
1x/day, milk 24-32oz/day, and water. Drinks from sippy and cup with straw. Mom has no concerns with child's eating.
No bloodwork at doctor's yet. Recommended about 16-24 oz milk per day.”
Weak example: “3 yo healthy boy, 80%ile ht, 70%ile wt, normal hgb, watches 1 hour TV/day”
Better: “Attends Head Start, Mom says he’s trying more new foods now. Still doesn’t like meat but will eat peanut
butter. Lives in apartment so hard to play outside; mom tries to take him to the park when it’s nice out.”
Weak example: “healthy baby, BF going well”
Better: “BF going well-8 wet diapers/4 dirty diapers/day. Mom said she would like to BF until 1 year. Mom not
planning to go back to work for now.”
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Be caref ul how much sensitive information you put into your Note. This is the client’s record and they have the right to ask
f or a copy at any time; it could even be called into court. In sensitive situations it’s best to write “Mom said…” or “Foster
Mom said…”
Bad example: “Mom used drugs during pregnancy and can be found at the bar every weekend. Smells like
cigarettes. Always yelling at her kids.”
Better: “Foster Mom said she thinks Mom used drugs, alcohol and tobacco during pregnancy.” (Leave out any extras
about how she said she goes to the bars, etc. Stick to info that may be pertinent to baby’s current condition.)

Notes Examples
PG

PP/BF

Infant

Child

Risk Factor Notes Examples
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